Vision for 2017 Workshops

• Six total Workshops; one day of workshops
• Competitive process mediated by Steering Committee

• Leverage SP17 OC capabilities for most logistics:
  – A/V contract, hotel contract
  – Student Travel Awards
  – Donation Handling, Treasurer
  – Registration, Publicity platforms

• Maintain good value and ensure Wed bridge events are supported.
2017 S&P Workshop Committees

• Workshops Chair
  – Mark Gondree

• Workshop Publications Chair
  – Ashley Podhradsky

• Steering Committee
  – Terry Benzel
  – Rob Cunningham
  – Sven Dietrich
  – Deborah Frincke
  – Cynthia Irvine
2017 S&P Workshops

BioStar

• Workshop on Bio-inspired Security, Trust, Assurance and Resilience (Returning Workshop)

  – Wojciech Mazurczyk (Warsaw University of Technology, Poland)
  – Errin W. Fulp (Wake Forest University)
  – Mohamed Eltoweissy (Virginia Military Institute)
  – Kenji Leibnitz (National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Japan)
2017 S&P Workshops

ConPro

• Workshop on Technology and Consumer Protection (New Workshop)
  
  – Joseph Calandrino (Federal Trade Commission)
  – Arvind Narayanan (Princeton University)
2017 S&P Workshops

IWPE

• Third International Workshop on Privacy Engineering (*Returning Workshop*)
  
  – Jose M. del Alamo (Universidad Politécnica de Madrid)
  – Anupam Datta (Carnegie Mellon University)
  – Seda Gurses (Princeton University)
  – Deirdre K. Mulligan (UC Berkeley)
  – Saikat Guha (Microsoft Research India)
  – Jaap-Henk Hoepman (Radboud University Nijmegen)
  – Arunesh Sinha (University of Michigan)
2017 S&P Workshops

LangSec

• Fourth Workshop on Language Theoretic Security (Returning Workshop)

  – Sergey Bratus (Dartmouth College)
  – Daniel 'TQ' Hirsch (P3KI GmbH)
  – Felix 'FX' Lindner, (Security Labs / Phenoelit)
  – Michael E. Locasto (SRI)
  – Meredith L. Patterson (Mautinoa Technologies / Upstanding Hackers, Inc.)
  – Anna Shubina (Dartmouth College)
  – Julien Vanegue (Bloomberg)
2017 S&P Workshops

MoST

• Mobile Security Technologies (*Returning Workshop*)
  – Hao Chen (University of California, Davis)
  – Larry Koved (IBM Research)
  – Benjamin Andow (North Carolina State University)
2017 S&P Workshops

WTMC

• Second Workshop on Traffic Measurements for Cybersecurity *(New Workshop)*

  – Maciej Korczyński (Delft University of Technology)
  – Wojciech Mazurczyk (Warsaw University of Technology)
  – Katsunari Yoshioka (Yokohama National University)
  – Michel van Eeten (Delft University of Technology)
  – Engin Kirda (Northeastern University)
Approx. Attendance

- BioStar: 23
- ConPro: 30
- IWPE: 42
- LangSec: 43
- MoST: 45
- WTMC: 21

- Member: 62
- Non-Member: 76
- Student: 48

- Total attendees: 186
- 70% are also attending the Symposium